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Abstract 
We consider a polynomial-time algorithm for the following scheduling problem: Given two 
machines, where each machine can process at most one job at a time; a set of jobs, where 
each job can start on or after its release date and consists of a chain of unit-time operations 
such that the machines have to process them by turn begining with a given machine; find a 
schedule minimizing the maximum job completion time. Formerly, only pseudopolynomial-time 
algorithms have been proposed for this problem. 
Keywords: Job-shop scheduling; Unit-time operations; Release dates; Due dates; Schedule 
length; Maximum lateness; Polynomial-time algorithm 
1. Introduction 
The m-machine unit-time release-date job-shop schedule-length problem, Jmlrj, p,, = 
1 IGXiX, can be formulated as follows. Given m machines Ml,. . , M,,,, where m is fixed 
and each machine can process at most one job at a time; IZ jobs JI,. ,J,], where 
J,, j= l,..., n, can start on or after release date r, and consists of a chain 01~. . O”,, 
of unit-time operations, where Oij, i = 1,. . . ,m,, has to be processed on machine M,,,, 
with pi, # /L_l,j and started on or after the completion of Oi-1.j for i = 2,. . , mi; find 
a schedule with minimal length (the maximum completion time), i.e. with minimal 
c max = maxi <,j<n{Cj}, where Cj is the completion time of 4. 
For better understanding of this problem we discuss first its restricted version with 
equal release dates, the m-machine unit-time job-shop schedule-length problem, Jnllp,i 
= 1 I&,,. It is strongly NP-hard for any m > 2 [8] but J21 pii = 1 /C,,, is solvable in 
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polynomial time [6, 10, 121. Note that because the number of machines is two, 
i 
ptj for odd i, 
Pij = 
p2j for even i, 
(1.1) 
SO J2lflij= l\Cm,, has the following geometric interpretation. 
Let us have n ‘checkered’ chains of length ml,. . . , m,, which are alternations of 
upper and lower identical squares (see Example 1.1 below). Depending on the squares, 
upper or lower, which are first and last in the chain, it belongs to one of the four 
conjgurations: l-l, 2-2, 1-2, 2-l. The chains can be torn to pieces, dragged apart, and 
included in each other without superimposing squares and violating the order of squares 
in each chain. The problem is to find a shortest common inclusion of given chains. 
Example 1.1. An instance of J21pij=1/C,,, with n=5, ml=5, m2=4, m3=2, 
m4=3, mS=l, ~11=~13=~15=1, ,~t~=pl4=2 has the jobs: 
Ml oo”oo BIXI B M2 BEI q 
l-l 2-1 l-2 
and the following two schedules of minimal length 8 with 
cessing jobs. 
Ml 
M2 
In this paper we consider a polynomial-time algorithm for the generalization of 
54 J5 
and without wait in pro- 
J21pij = l/C,,, with different release dates, namely, the two-machine unit-time release- 
date job-shop schedule-length problem, J21rj, pij = 1 I&,,,. Formerly, only a pseudo- 
polynomial-time algorithm has been proposed for it. Although this problem appears at 
first sight to be purely theoretical, it finds an unexpectedly natural application in high- 
speed computing. Indeed, if machines Mi and Mz are considered as processors that 
perform addition and multiplication operations of equal duration (as a rough assump- 
tion) and the jobs are considered computations of polynomials by Horner’s scheme that 
can start on different moments, then the problem is to perform these computations in 
minimal time. It is clear that polynomials can be replaced by finite parts of continued 
fractions and any arithmetical or logical expressions computed by alternations of any 
two operations. 
Example 1.2. The collection of polynomials ((x + al 1 )x + a21 )x + a31, (a12x + a22)x + 
a32, (x + alJ)x, (a14x + a24)x, x + a15, with arbitrary coefficients corresponds to the 
case of Example 1.1. 
Let us again consider the case with equal release dates. Let /2, denote the input 
length of Jm I pi, = 1 I C,,, . Note that if m > 2, then the input can be represented 
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by the set of n strings plj/Lxj . ,Um,j on the alphabet { 1,. ,m}. Moreover, the set is 
a minimum specification of the input. But if m = 2, then the input can be represented 
by just n pairs (,Ulj,mj), because ,LQ,, . ,p,,,, can be computed by formula ( I. I ). 
So, if we take into account a reasonable encoding scheme [4], we can infer that, 
compared with the case m > 2, J2Ipij = 1 IC,,,,, has a particularly concise input. 
namely, 
I 
0 .+e ( j=l 
0 n+k ( j=l 
log mJ 
i 
ifm = 2, 
ifm>2. 
It is easy to see that the input length of Jmlrj, plj = 1 IC,,, is /!LZ = &, +0( Cy_, log Y, ). 
Here &,, shows that a ‘route nature’ of the problem defined by data pLIJ disappears when 
switching from the three- to two-machine version and only the duration of jobs remains 
essential. 
Hefetz and Adiri [5] were probably the first to propose the longest remaining ,jirst 
(LRF) algorithm solving J21rj, plj = 11 C,,,,, following the list scheduling strategy [3]. 
The LRF algorithm consequently schedules the first ready operation of a longest re- 
maining job, therefore, its time and space complexity is at least O(x,y=, mj), i.e. ex- 
ponential in 1,;. It is clear that any algorithm that schedules each of the operations to 
solve a two-machine unit-time job shop scheduling problem with input length poly- 
nomially dependent on j.2 would take an exponential time and space. Therefore. any 
polynomial-time algorithm for problems of such a class must find a schedule where 
every job being processed can be interrupted at most a polynomial number (in 3.2) of 
times. We will say that such a schedule is condensed. It requires polynomial space 
for its definition because it is sufficient to indicate only start times and durations of 
uninterrupted pieces (subchains) of jobs. The algorithm must also manipulate at most a 
polynomial number of whole unintenupted pieces of jobs rather than their operations. 
If an algorithm meets this condition, we will call it a condensrr. Of course, the 
existence of optimal condensed schedules and polynomial-time condensers is not 
obvious. 
One is tempted to make an attempt to reconstruct the LRF algorithm in hope that 
there exists a condensed LRF schedule for J2lr,, pi, = 1 I&,,,. However, the follow- 
ing example shows that this is not the case because there exists a restricted version 
even of J21piJ = 1 /C,,,,, for which any LRF schedule has an exponential number of 
interruptions. 
Example 1.3. The restricted version of J21 pij = 11 C,,,,, with four jobs: n = 4, ml = 
m2 =m3 =rnd =2k, ,ull =p13 = 1, ~12 =/114 =2, where k > 1, has the input length 
O(1og k). It is easy to establish that the LRF algorithm applied to it will interrupt each 
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job at least k - 1 times. For k = 3 we have: 
An LRF schedule A condensed schedule 
Note that there exist exactly 4 2k different LRF schedules for this version. All of them 
are of length 4k and differ from each other by the transposition of adjacent upper or 
lower squares within 2k consecutive quadruples (in the above LRF schedule they are 
under hats). The total number of interruptions ranges from 4k-2 to 8k-4. Nevertheless, 
there exists an obvious condensed schedule of the same minimal length 4k, but without 
interruptions. 
Probably, the first polynomial-time algorithm for 52 1 pi, = 11 C,,, has been proposed 
in [lo]. It has O(ni) time and space complexity and finds a minimum length schedule 
with at most three interrupted jobs, each of which is interrupted at most two times, 
the total number of interruptions being at most four. To construct the polynomial- 
time algorithm for J2Jri, pji = 11 C,,,,, we employ the polynomial-time algorithm for 
J2lpii= l/Gax from [lo] which is described here in a modified form. 
2. Preliminaries 
We now consider some general properties of schedules. Without loss of generality 
we assume that any schedule starts at time zero. We call a schedule for an instance 
I of any scheduling problem compressed, if for any positive integer T it contains the 
minimal total idle time in the interval [0, T] among all schedules for I. For an instance 
with unit processing time operations, a compressed schedule has the maximal number 
of operations in [0, T]. In Example 1.1 the left schedule is compressed, but the right 
one is not. As the following theorem shows, the compression is a stronger requirement 
than the schedule length minimality. 
Theorem 2.1. A compressed schedule is of minimal length. 
Proof. Let C,,, and C;,, be the length of a compressed schedule and the minimal 
length, respectively. If CA,, <Cmax, then a schedule of length C&, has less total idle 
time in [0, CA,,] than the compressed one - a contradiction. q 
Note that Hefetz and Adiri [5] have shown that an LRF schedule for J2/rj, pij = 
1 I Gnax is not only optimal, but compressed as well, although they did not emphasize 
this result. 
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Let 0 be a schedule for an instance of an arbitrary scheduling problem. Define c”’ 
to be the schedule obtained out of 0 by time reversal and call it the reverse of 6. Thus, 
all of the start and completion times t of the operations (and its pieces, if preemp- 
tions are allowed) in 0 become the completion and start times C,,, - t, respectively, 
in P”. 
Let .? and :9’ be two scheduling problems. We say that ./P” is conjugutr to .,P, if 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between instances I of 9 and instances I’ of .4’, 
such that the schedule (T is feasible or even optimal for I, if and only if the schedule 
ore’ is the same for Ic. Obviously, (PC)’ = 9. We say that 9 and .Y’ represent a 
COFlJ’UC$ltC’ puir. 
To give an example of a conjugate pair let us consider the m-machine unit-time 
job-shop maximum-luteness problem, Jm / pI, = 11 L,,, , which can be obtained from 
Jml p,j = 1 IC,,, by exchanging the criterion ‘maximum completion time’ for the crite- 
rion ‘maximun lateness’ related to given due dates of jobs. That is, Jmlp,, = 1 IL,,,,, is 
to find a schedule minimizing L,,, = maxtG,<,{Li}, where L, = Cj ~ dJ (the lateness 
of J,) and d/ is a given due date of Jj. The following well-known theorem [9] gives 
an example of a conjugate pair. 
Theorem 2.2. Jmlr,, plj = 1 IC,,,,, und Jml plj = 1 IL,,, represent u conjugate puir 
Since Theorem 2.2 holds, the LRF algorithm, together with the reversal, solves 
J2 I Plj = 1 ILnax as well. Brucker [ 1, 21 independently proposed for this problem the 
largest Iuyging first (LLF) algorithm with the time and space complexity also at least 
O(cy=, m,). For the same reason, it solves Jmlrj, pL, = 1 /C,,,,, as well. Both algorithms 
are of exponential (and, obviously, pseudopolynomial) time, since the input lengths of 
the problems are 0(x,“=, logm,ri) and 0(x,“=, logm,4). 
3. Polynomial-time algorithms for J21 pi, = I 1 C,,, 
3.1. Notation 
Let nl.1, n2.2, nl_2, n2_1 be the number of l-l, 2-2, 1-2, 2-l jobs, respectively, and 
let m,, be the number of operations of Jj that have to be processed on A4,. Therefore, 
n=n1_1+n2.2+nl_2+n2.l andmj=mI,+m2j. Introduce the denotions: miz= Cl=, mi,, 
the total number of operations that have to be processed on AJi; rnz = max{mlz, mlz}; 
m max = maxrGjGn{mi}. Note that each of the numbers mlz,m2z,mz or mmax 
is a lower bound for the length of any feasible schedule. Besides, rnz + 1 is a 
lower bound for the case, in which all jobs have either l-2 or 2-1 configuration. 
We call a schedule of processing unit-time operations in a two-machine job shop 
sparse if its length is equal to the number of these operations, and shuttle if it is 
sparse and each of the two machines does not process any two operations in suc- 
cession. We will say about l-l, 2-2, l-2, 2-l configurations of shuttle schedules like 
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job configurations depending on which machine A41 or M2 processes the first and last 
operation in this schedule. Sometimes we will also identify jobs with their shuttle 
schedules. 
Example 3.1. The first schedule shown below is sparse, the second one is 2-l shuttle. 
To the right we give their short representations by ‘slash/backslash’ notation that will 
be employed further. 
\5/3\4VtV \5/oV6/ \*V*l 
/1\5/3\4\5/ /l\b\O/ I,/*/ 
In general, we use a slash or backslash to indicate the configuration of the shuttle 
schedule. A symbol between two adjacent slashes/backslashes denotes a shuttle sched- 
ule of some operations (maybe from different jobs). However, if the symbol is a number 
or a number parameter, it denotes a shuttle schedule of consecutive operations within 
one job. For example, if 1, = 7, p = 9 then \A/, /p\, \4\, /*/ represent shuttle schedules 
of configuration l-l, 2-2, 1-2, 2-l and length 7,9,4, immaterial, respectively. Each of 
the first three represents consecutive operations within one job. We will also use natural 
operations with sparse schedules: concatenations like \lb/p\ or \4v*/, permutations 
going from in/p\ to /p\lJ an d making a cut of one schedule, say, /6/ to produce two 
others, say, /l\ and \5/. Terms composition and decomposition will mean a chain of 
concatenations of several schedules and a set of cuts of one schedule. An inclusion of 
two shuttle schedules will mean a schedule which is created from them by including 
one into the other like ‘checkered’ chains without superimposing operations and with 
maximum overlap, i.e. the maximum total processing time. For example, 
is an inclusion of 
cl 8 
0 0 and T 
To avoid misunderstanding we will give additional explanations. 
3.2. The case rnlc = rn2z 
The algorithm described below constructs a sparse schedule of all jobs, decomposes 
this schedule into pieces, permutates them, cuts it out into two individual shuttle sched- 
ules and then includes one of them into the other. The result is a schedule with length 
equal to one of the lower bounds indicated above. So, this length is minimal. To 
start with we assume that rnlz = rn21, but further we will show how the algorithm 
can be easily extended for the general case. Note that the latter equality immediately 
implies 121-1 =n2_2 (this number we denote by nz), so the set of l-l and 2-2 jobs 
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can be divided into l-1/2-2 pairs each of which consists of one l-l job and one 
2-2 job. 
THIRTEEN CUTS (13C) ALGORITHM 
Step 1. Using the following procedure, construct a sparse schedule for Ji , . .J,,. 
In this schedule, a longest job is processed first. Without loss of generality we assume 
that it is Ji, and that it has l-l or l-2 configuration because the machines A41 and A42 
can play each other’s roles. Depending on the number rnz and the configuration of JI, 
the resulting sparse schedule will be of kind A, B,C, D or E, as shown below, but of 
the same length 2mx. 
SPARSE SCHEDULING PROCEDURE 
Let \ N / and / N \ be a shortest 1-1 job and an arbitrary 2-2 job, o denote the 
shuttle schedule for one job, and let 
\+\ = \0/0\0/0\...\0/0\ 
. , 
max{0,2n~-2} 
be a composition of the rest of l-l and 2-2 jobs arbitrarily concatenated in 1 -l/2-2 
pairs, among which a pair with a longest l-l job is taken first, and the other pairs are 
taken after the first in an arbitrary order. Let 
\ - \ = \o\o\...\o\ \ , 
n1-2 
be a composition of all l-2 jobs, among which a longest job is taken first, and the 
other jobs are taken in an arbitrary order. Let 
be a composition of all 2-l jobs taken in an arbitrary order. Now create a final com- 
position: 
if nz > 1 then 
if J1 isl-l then Ac-\+\-\-/--,‘-\ 
if J, is l-2 then B c \ - \ + \ - i - / - \ 
if nz = I then 
if JI is l-l then C +- \ N / - / N \ - \ 
if J1 isl-2 then D-\-\-l-i-\ 
if nr=O then E&i-\-I 
The resulting sparse schedule is either a l-2 shuttle schedule of kind A, B, C, D or a 
sparse schedule of kind E. 
Step 2. Without loss of generality we assume that the jobs in the sparse schedule 
resulting from Step 1 are processed in the sequence J1, . . . , n, J where Ji, as before, is 
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a longest job. Let J1 be started in time zero, and Oab be completed in time rnz (the 
middle of the sparse schedule). Cut the sparse schedule into two parts: the left part 
contains Jl , . . , Jb and has length L = rnz + p, where p = mb - a, the right part contains 
&+I,... , J,, and has length R =m~ - p. In other words, L is the nearest completion 
time of a job (it is Jb) to the right out of time mz. The resulting cuts of sparse 
schedules of different kinds generate different configurations of the left and right parts. 
From this point of view there are exactly 13 different variants listed below. The place 
of the cut is denoted by double slash // or backslash \\. However, if there are no 
such double slashes or backslashes dividing sparse schedules, the place of the cut 
will be denoted by V. The total number of operations in all l-2 jobs is denoted by 
ml-2. 
LIST OF CUTS 
The case mmax > rnx 
(1) \mlll. \ for kinds A and C 
(2) \mi\\.\ for kinds B and D 
(3) \mt\\.\ for kind E if 122-1 = 0 
(4) \miV-I for kind E if n2_1 > 0 
The case mmax c rnx 
(5) \md.//o\ for kinds A and C if L is odd 
(6) \mll. \\ 0 \ for kinds A and C if L is even 
(7) \mi\ .//o\ for kinds B and D if L is odd 
(8) \mi\.\\o\ for kinds B and D if L is even 
(9) \ml\.\\o\ for kind E if n2_1 = 0 
(10) \mlV.llol for kind E if n2_1 >O, 121-2 = 1 
(11) \w\.V-I for kind E if n2-1 >O, nl_2 > 1, ml-2 =L 
(12) \rnl\.Vo/l*/ for kind E if nz_l>O, nl-2>1, ml-2<L 
(13) \ml\.\oV-/ for kind E ifnz-i>O, nl-2>1, rnl-z>L 
For variants (l)-(4), L =ml. Despite the fact that the configurations in pairs (2) and 
(3), (8) and (9) coincide, we distinguish between them because (3) and (9) do not 
contain 2-l jobs, while (2) and (8) do (see Step 1). This is important for the next 
step. 
Step 3. Decompose the left and right parts of the sparse schedule into pieces as 
shown in the first column of the following scheme (the second and third columns are 
needed in Step 4). The decomposition for variants (2) and (8) uses the last 2-2 job in 
the right part that is available because the sparse scheduling procedure provides it. Job 
J1 is decomposed into the two pieces of length A and p, or /z - 1 and p + 1, or /z + 1 
and p - 1, where 3,=ml - p. For each of the variants (5)-(13) the decomposition 
is performed in two ways - for even and odd m z. Note that this parameter exactly 
defines whether p is even or odd, since L = rnz + p is the length of the left part with 
the configuration determined in Step 2. So, the pieces of length p, p - 1 and p + 1 have 
configurations indicated in the scheme. Note also that p 2 1 and II < ml for variants 
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(7~) and (9odd), since both are odd, and ml is even for these variants. In general, 
Odp<ml and Q<A<ml. 
DECOMPOSITION-PERMUTATION SCHEME 
Decomposition - Permutation --) 
The case mmax arn~_ 
(1) \md. \ 
(2) \ml\\*lm,\ 
(3) \ml\\ .\ 
(4) \mlV-I 
The case mmax < rnz 
(6odd) \jb\P/l\*\\ 0 \ 
(7W”) \P - I\], + 1\*\1//1\ * \ 
c70dd > \2\P\ ’ // o \ 
@evcn > \n\p\ . \\*\ lb,\ 
&dd) \p + l\n - 1\ ’ \\*\l/l\% - 1\ 
(9,X”) \jb\P\ . \ O \ 
(godd) \~+l\p-l\‘\\“\ 
(1@w2tl) \A - VPllV .l*lV 
(loodd > \nlpV ’ // o / 
(1 lwen> \i\P\ V*\ll 
(llodd) \p + l\l- 1\ ’ VI\*/ 
\*\j- + l\ ll\p - I\ * \l/ 
vi.1 lO\P\ 
VL\. \ lm,\*\p\ll 
ll\.\A- l\ \p+l\*\m,- I\li 
\A\.\ \O\P\ 
\i+ I\.\ \O\P- 1\ 
\A - 11. II\ l*lPl2/ 
VI.1 lo lP\ 
\jb\. \ l*\p\ll 
II\.\).-1\ \P+ I\*/ 
Left shuttle Right shuttle 
\md I.\ 
\ml\ h\*l 
\w\ \.\ 
\m\ l-l 
I. IY \PIO \ 
\jbl~ J l*l~ll\ 
1. VI \P\ O \ 
11 vi*\ \ O \Pl 
The decomposition for variants (12) and (13) are transformed into the decomposition 
for variants (10) and (11) in the following manner. 
(12) \mi\. W\*ll *I + (10) \mlV1\.\*ll*l 
(13) \ml\. \\ 0 Vl\*l - (11) \m\.Vl\o\*l 
Step 4. Transform the decomposed sparse schedule by permutating the pieces and 
separating the left part from the right one as shown in the second and third columns 
of the decomposition-permutation scheme. Variants (1) (3), (4) only require the 
separation. Variant (2) requires a transposition of pieces only in the right part. For 
variants (5)-( 13), the transformation implies moving p operations from the left part 
to the right one. After the transformation, the left and right parts are both 
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shuttle schedules of some operations, so we will call them left and right shuttles, for 
short, 
Looking through the decomposition-permutation scheme, we can find that the lengths 
of left and right shuttles are defined as follows: 
Variants Left shuttle Right shuttle 
(l)-(4) mmax 2mr - mmax < mmax 
(9) mz + 1 mz - 1 
(5)-(g), (lo)-(13) mz mz 
Step 5. Construct a schedule by including the right shuttle into the left one with 
maximum overlap, i.e. if 01, and 01, are the first operations in the left and right 
shuttles, &ft and Srisht are their start times, then we have to set 
Sleft = 0, 
1 
sright = 
if hu = pb, 
0 otherwise. 
A 13C schedule has the following properties: Each of the machines A41 and I& 
processes operations of left and right shuttles by turn, or alternates operations of one 
shuttle and idle time units, so that we have: 
Claim 3.1. None of the machines process more than one operation at a time. 
Considering the decomposition-permutation scheme, it is not hard to check that 
Claim 3.2. If a job is interrupted in time t and resumed in time t’, then t < t’. 
Claim 3.3. The length of a 13C schedule is mmax or rnz or rnz + 1, but the latter 
holds just for variant (3) (only if mmax =mz) and for variant (9). 
Claim 3.4. Each job is interrupted at most two times; the number of interrupted jobs 
is at most three; and the total number of interruptions is at most four. 
Claims 3.1 and 3.2 are evidence that a 13C schedule is feasible. Due to Claim 3.3 it 
is optimal, because mmax and rnz are lower bounds of schedule length for any instance 
ofJ2lpi&ax, and rnz + 1 is a lower bound for instances only with l-2 jobs that holds 
for variants (3) and (9). Claim 3.4 is evidence that a 13C schedule is condensed, since 
it can be represented by vectors (s;!, rn,!‘,q2, mj, T3,mj), j = 1,. . . , n, where s/k and rn; 
are the start time and the duration of the kth piece of 4 that is processed without 
interruptions, and m,! + rn,? + rnj = mj, The space requirement of this representation is 
O(n log cl=t mj + cy=I log mj), that is O(n~). The time and space complexity of the 
13C algorithm is also O($) because recording a 13C schedule takes the most time 
and space. Obviously, the 13C algorithm can be fulfilled as an O(n) procedure, which 
manipulates bit strings of length O(log x:=1 mj). 
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3.3. The case rnlx # rn21 
Without loss of generality assume that rnlz > rn22. Let I be an instance of J2 Ipi, = 
11 Gllax with this inequality. Construct an instance I’ adding to I exactly ml1 - m2L 
one-operation dummy 2-2 jobs. The following algorithm produces a schedule for 1. 
DUMMY JOBS AND THIRTEEN CUTS (DJ13C) ALGORITHM. Produce a 13C 
schedule for I’ and delete from it all dummy jobs. 
Since I’ has at least one 2-2 job, the 13C algorithm applied to I’ avoids variants (3) 
and (9) and produces a 13C schedule of length mmax or rnz = ml. Here all dummy jobs 
turn out on M2. So, a DJ13C schedule is optimal. Besides, it is condensed, since it 
has the same picture of interruptions as a 13C schedule that is presented in Claim 3.4. 
The time and space complexity evaluation is also the same because ml1 - ml1 < II. 
3.4. Compressed condensed schedules 
To solve J215, pri = 1 IC,,,,, in polynomial time we should have got a compressed 
condensed schedule for 52 lpii = 11 CT,,,,, . However, in contrast to a 13C schedule, 
a DJ13C schedule is not compressed in general. So we consider one more extension 
of the 13C algorithm for the case ml1 # rn2z to attain the compression. The follow- 
ing two evident lemmas present simple sufficient conditions providing schedules for 
Jmlp,i = 11 C,,, to be compressed. 
Lemma 3.1. (a) If to the right out of the first idle time unit on each machine there 
are just idle time units, then the schedule is compressed. (b) If C,,, = mmax and to 
the right out of the first idle time unit on each machine there are just idle time units 
and/or operations of Jmax, then the schedule is compressed. 
Besides, if the first operation of each job must be processed on the same machine. 
then any schedule has the first idle time unit on any other machine. 
Lemma 3.2. If’ the first operation of each job must be processed on the same muchine, 
then Lemma 3.1 remains true even tf ‘the ,first idle time unit’ is replaced b!, ‘the 
second idle time unit’ in its wording. 
Let again I be an instance of J2lp;j = 11 C,,,,, with mlz>m2x. Note that this in- 
equality implies rnlz - rn2z d nl-1. Construct an instance 1* from I in the following 
way. If all jobs in I are just of l-l and/or l-2 configurations, i.e. have first opera- 
tions on Ml, then delete from J,,, its first operation, which in the following we call 
a head. Note, after that J,,, becomes a 2-l or 2-2 job or disappears if before the 
reduction it had only one operation. Then, delete last operations from arbitrary chosen 
ml2 - rn22 (or ml2 - rn2z - 1 if the head has been already deleted from the l-l job 
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Jmax) l-l jobs. A set of these deleted operations we call further a train. Each of the 
reduced jobs becomes a l-2 job or disappears if before the reduction it had only one 
operation. I* so constructed, should have the same total number of operations on the 
two machines, but not only l-2 jobs. The following algorithm produces a schedule 
for I. 
HEAD-TRAIN AND THIRTEEN CUTS (HT13C) ALGORITHM. Produce a 13C 
schedule for I* and append the head if it exists to the beginning of the schedule. 
If m max arn~, then: if the last operation of Jmax is appeared in the train, then append 
it to the end of the schedule; put the rest of operations of the train, in an arbitrary 
order, into the earliest idle time units between operations of J,,, on Mr. If m,,, < rnz, 
then put operations of the train in succession, in an arbitrary order, into the end of the 
schedule. 
Since I’ does not have only l-2 jobs, the 13C algorithm applied to I* avoids vari- 
ants (3) and (9) and produces a 13C schedule for I” of length equal to either the 
length of a longest job J&, in I* or the total number of operations mTZ on Ml 
(as well as on I&). In the first case, the HT13C algorithm lengthens J&, up to 
J max if these jobs do not coincide; in the second case, it adds rnlc - mTZ opera- 
tions on Mr. Therefore, the length of an HT13C schedule is mmax or rnz = ml and so 
minimal. 
Example 3.2. An instance Z with 11 = mmax > rnz = 10 and an HT13C schedule for 
it: 
I’ : 
A 13C schedule for 1’ : F%Er3°~o~o through variant (4) 
An HTl3C schedule for 1 : ‘~~~cl~n~“o” with head ’ and train {‘, ‘} 
Example 3.3. An instance I with 5 =mmax < rnz = 8 and an HT13C schedule for 
it: 
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A 13C schedule for I* : through variant (1l)odd 
An HT13C schedule for 1 : p3b3~ml” n nIXI without head and with train { , , } 
Once again, the time and space complexity of the HT13C algorithm is the same as 
that of the 13C algorithm because rnlp - rn2t <n. However, due to the structure of 
I*, the interruption picture for an HT13C schedule is already different. 
Claim 3.5. Each job is interrupted at most four times; each job can be interrupted; 
and the total number of interruptions is at most n + 4. 
Since II + 4 is bounded by polynomial in i. 2, an HT13C schedule is condensed and 
it is of the following two types. If mmax 3 rnz, then we have 
Caterpillar type 
head , L body JL 
If mmax < rnx, then we have 
undulate tail 
Fish type 
head JL body AL straight tad 
For both types: a head is the first operation of J,,,ax; a body is made by includ- 
ing the right shuttle into the left shuttle when the 13C algorithm applied to I* per- 
forms Step 5. For the cuterpiller type: a tip is the last operation of J,,,; an undulate 
tuil is a piece of J,,,; Iegs are made from the operations of the train excluding the 
tip and a piece of J,,,,,. For the fish type a straight tail is exactly the train. In an 
HT13C schedule of the caterpillar type C,,, = mmax, i.e., J,,, goes through it from 
head to tip. Also note that the procedure constructing I* implies that the number 
of legs and the length of a straight tail are not greater than the length of a body 
if it exists. Each of the listed parts of an HT13C schedule of both types can be 
absent. 
Theorem 3.1. An HT13C schedule is compressed, 
Proof. For the case without a head this follows from Lemma 3.1(a) for the fish type 
and from Lemma 3.1(b) for the caterpillar type. For the case with a head this follows 
from Lemma 3.2. 0 
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Note that from Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 we obtain another proof an HT13C schedule 
is of minimal length. 
4. Polynomial-time algorithm for J215, pij = 1 (C,,,,, and 121 pij = 1 IL,,, 
Let t be a nonnegative integer, and let CJ and r be two schedules. Define Jobset o, 
Prejix, o and Sz&‘ixt cr to be the job set in 0, the prefix and the suffix of cr to the 
left and to the right of t, respectively. Thus, Jobset Su$?ixt o denotes the job set, 
which consists of the jobs and the remainders of jobs in Jobset G that process in cr 
after time t. If Jobset 0 n Jobset z = 8 and the completion time of 0 is not greater 
than t, the expression Q 11 f T will denote the extension of c by r starting at time t. For 
an instance I of J2lrj, pij = 1 IC,,,, let po, pt,. . . , pi be different release dates among 
Yl,..., r,,. Without loss of generality assume that 0 = po <pi < . . . cp/. Let 9 and _ai 
be the job set of I and the subset of jobs, which become available for processing 
at time pi, i = 0, 1,. . . ,l. Thus, Yo,&. . . , 4 are blocks of a partition of 9. Denote 
by HT13Cg and E an HT13C schedule for job set f and the empty schedule. The 
following algorithm computes a schedule r~ for 1. Informally, it creates an HT13C 
schedule for job set $0 starting at time PO, leaves this schedule unchangable in period 
from po to ~1, cuts off the jobs and the remainders of the jobs appeared in this schedule 
after time ~1, adds them to job set 91, creates an HT 13C schedule for this extended 
job set starting at time p1 and so on. 
MULTIPLE HEAD-TRAIN AND THIRTEEN CUTS (MHT13C) ALGORITHM 
for i= 1 to 1 do 
0 + c lip,-, Pre~x,-,_,HT13C~~-, 
,& +- 9j U Jobset SZ&X,_,_,HT~~C~+, 
[T +- 0 II/,, HT13C/, 
Theorem 4.1. An MHT13C schedule is compressed. 
Proof. Employ induction on 1. Let (Tk be an MHT13C schedule for the case I = k. 
From the definition of the MHT13C algorithm we have 
cro = HT13Cd,, 
Ok = Pre$x,,fr_i llpk HT13Cfk, k>O. 
00 is compressed by Theorem 3.1. Assume that ok_ I is compressed. Then Prejix,, ok_ 1 
has the maximal number M(t) of operations on [0, t]. But HT13Cfk is also compressed 
by Theorem 3.1, i.e. it has the maximal number N(t) of operations in [0, t]. Therefore, 
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from above two equalities it follows that ok has the number of operations in [O,t] that 
equals M(t) if t dpk and M(pk) + N(t - pk) if t > pk. This number is maximal for 
any t, therefore, ok is compressed. [I 
Since Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 hold, Theorem 4.1 has the following corollaries. 
Corollary 4.1. An MHTl3C schedule is qf minimul length 
Corollary 4.2. The reverse of an MHT13C schedulefor the instance Ic qfJ2lr,, p,, = 
1 I Gla, is optimal for the instance I of J21p, = 1 IL,,,. 
The MHTl3C algorithm can interrupt each job for every release date, i.e. at most n 
times. So, the interruption picture of Claim 3.5 is increased as follows. 
Claim 4.1. Euch job is interrupted at most n + 4 times; e&l ,joh can be interrupt& 
and the total number of interruptions is at most n2 + 4n. 
Thus, an MHT13C schedule is condensed. The time complexity of the MHTI 3C 
algorithm exceeds the time complexity of the HT13C algorithm in I times, where 
Z<n. So, J2/r,, p,, = 1 ICY,,,,, and J2lp,, = 1 IL,,, are solvable in time O(n’). 
5. Conclusion 
A natural generalization of J21r,, pIl = 1 /Cm,,, the t+ro-muchine unit-time release- 
datr maximum-lateness problem, J2/5, plj = 1 IL,,,, and its yes-no version to find 
a schedule which meets given release and due dates are open. But the tlvo-machine 
unit-time release-date total-completion-time problem, J2lri, pii = 1 IZC,, is NP-hard 
[ 12, 131. It can be solved in polynomial time if given release dates are equal [7]. 
Adding no-wait requirement in processing jobs in J2/rj, p;i = 1 IC,,,,, also leads to the 
NP-hardness even for equal release dates [ 111. 
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